Reannotation and Analysis of Clinical and Chemotherapy Outcomes in the Ovarian Data Set From The Cancer Genome Atlas.
The ovarian cancer data set from The Cancer Genome Atlas integrates genomic and proteomic data with clinical annotations based on chart abstractions. We aimed to develop an algorithm to create a matching, more accessible clinical data set cataloging time to treatment failure (TTF) of sequential lines of treatment in patients with serous ovarian cancers. The master data set of 587 patients with serous ovarian cancer was condensed into a more homogeneous and clinically relevant population comprised of high-risk patients with both grade 3 cancers and stage III or IV disease, resulting in a subgroup of 450 patients. We quantified the TTF of different lines of therapy as well as different therapeutic combinations by extrapolating from the time of starting one therapy to the time of starting a subsequent therapy. The overall survival (OS) of patients was highly related to platinum sensitivity status, with median OS times of 56.6, 27.0, and 11.6 months in patients who had platinum-sensitive, -resistant, or -refractory disease, respectively. In high-risk patients, the median TTFs were 14.8, 10.2, 5.7, and 4.1 months with the first, second, third, and fourth lines of chemotherapy, respectively. Patients with stable disease after first-line therapy had similar OS outcomes as patients with partial remissions (34.4 v 33.7 months, respectively). This new data set enhances the clinical annotation by providing exploitable chemotherapy benefit data that can now be paired with genomic and proteomic data within The Cancer Genome Atlas data. The major determinant of OS in this study was platinum sensitivity status. TTF decreased with each successive line of therapy. However, patients who achieved only stable disease with first-line therapy had OS similar to those with partial remission.